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Description

[0001] This invention relates to a device for checking
the size of countersinks.
[0002] The invention applies in particular to dimension-
al checking for machining process certification of very
large parts.
[0003] A typical application of the invention is dimen-
sional checking of countersinks made by numerically
controlled machines on large panels such as, for exam-
ple, aircraft wing panels and fuselage parts.
[0004] An aircraft wing panel or a part of a fuselage
requires several hundred or even thousands of counter-
sinks to accommodate the heads of the rivets used to
join the wing panel to the wing ribs or to fasten a fuselage
panel to the fuselage frame.
[0005] These countersinks are usually made by nu-
merically controlled machines where a suitable tool head
machines the panel as required.
[0006] Certification of machined parts is becoming
more and more a requirement as part machining and final
assembly are performed by different companies.
[0007] Assembly houses require certification of every
part they assemble to ensure that all prior machining
processes have been performed to specifications and
will not invalidate the final assembly.
[0008] At present, for certification to be obtained, it is
sufficient to precisely measure only some of the counter-
sinks made, the validity of the machining process in its
entirety being determined a posteriori and only on a sta-
tistical basis.
[0009] Since machining tolerances, for example in aer-
onautical applications, are now required to be within 5
hundredths of a millimetre, the statistical certification
process is no longer accepted and measurement of every
single countersink is instead required.
[0010] In prior art, checking is carried out by one or
more operators with gauge in hand to measure each sin-
gle countersink.
[0011] This process, besides being very slow and
therefore expensive, requires the provision of scaffolding
and other equipment to allow access to the part of the
panel where measurements are to be performed and to
enable the operator to reach each countersink to be
measured.
[0012] Moreover, checking the countersinks in the
manner described above is subject to human error and
to the fact that the gauges used, in order to provide a
reliable reading, must be positioned on the countersink
with extreme precision and meticulous care.
[0013] It is also known from document EP1442837A1
a tool-head for a multi-axis machine which incorporates
a tool-head rotatable about the tool axis and attached to
the spindle of a spindle head. The tool head also com-
prises a stop cage element mounted slidably to the tool-
holder, which is furnished with a collar presenting an ac-
tive surface set transversely to the tool axis and offered
to the surface of a work-piece. The stop cage element

alternates between a first operating position, in which the
active surface is located forward of a countersink portion
presented by the tool, considered in relation to the feed
direction of the spindle-head as it approaches the surface
of the work, and a second position in which the counter-
sink portion will be located forward of the active surface
at least in part. The axial position of the stop cage element
relative to the tool-holder is monitored continuously by a
sensing system. A control unit measures the displace-
ment of the stop cage element relative to the spindle-
head which corresponds in practice to the penetration of
a frustoconical cutting portion and therefore to the depth
of the countersink.
[0014] Other systems able to control countersinks are
disclosed within the documents US2003/217479 A1, US-
A-4905378 and US2007/101597 A1. In particular, the
control unit disclosed is focused on a comparator element
whose contact element meets the respective countersink
by displaying the measure detected on the respective
display.
[0015] The document US2005/0491126 refers to a
multifunction end effector which includes a plurality of
tool change mechanism in a housing in which a spindle
is also mounted for translation along an axis of the spin-
dle. The tools mounted in the tool holders include a drill
bit, a countersink tool, and a fastener insertion tool.
[0016] The document DE 4027637 refers to a meas-
uring measuring device movable along the edge of a
plate. The measuring device comprises a tool-holder
which is secured to a transverse arm protruding from a
clamp on an upright post.
[0017] The document DE199324466 shows a meas-
urement arrangement having a base, a probe and a
movement mechanism for relative movement of the base
and probe.
[0018] The Applicant has found that the instruments
used for measuring the countersinks, and the measuring
process itself, can be improved in several respects, es-
pecially in terms of measurement time and reliability.
[0019] In this situation, the basic purpose of the
present invention is to provide a device for checking
countersink dimensions capable of overcoming the
above mentioned drawbacks.
[0020] In particular, this invention has for an aim to
provide a device for checking countersink dimensions
offering a high degree of precision and reliability.
[0021] Another aim of the invention is to provide a de-
vice for checking countersink dimensions that reduces
the time required for checking the countersinks.
[0022] The technical purpose and aims specified are
substantially achieved by a device for checking counter-
sink dimensions characterized in that it comprises the
technical characteristics described in independent claim
1.
[0023] Further embodiments are defined by the de-
pendent claims.
[0024] A preferred non-limiting embodiment of a de-
vice for checking the size of countersinks will now be
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described in further detail without restricting the scope
of the inventive concept with reference to the accompa-
nying drawings, in which:

- Figure 1 is a side view of a device according to the
invention for checking countersink dimensions;

- Figures 2 and 3 are section views of a detail from
Figure 1 in two different operating positions;

- Figure 4 is a perspective view, with some parts cut
away, of a detail from Figures 2 and 3; and

- Figure 5 is a section view through a plane perpen-
dicular to the section plane of Figures 2 and 3 and
illustrating the same detail as those two figures.

[0025] With reference to the accompanying drawings,
a device for checking countersink dimensions is denoted
in its entirety by the numeral 1.
[0026] The device 1 comprises a measuring head 2
associated with a spindle 3 of a multi-axis process ma-
chine 4 (shown in Figure 1). The multi-axis process ma-
chine may be any numerically controlled machine of cus-
tomary type. In the preferred embodiment, the multi-axis
machine is the same machine that has made the coun-
tersinks whose dimensions are to be checked.
[0027] In the preferred embodiment, therefore, the
multi-axis machine 4 comprises a magazine (not illus-
trated) containing a plurality of tools (not illustrated), such
as, for example, a reamer, a plurality of cutters, a coun-
tersinking tool and the measuring head 2.
[0028] Depending on the machining process to be per-
formed on the part (labelled 100 in Figure 1 and repre-
sented as a thin panel) the multi-axis machine 4 loads
the most suitable tool from the magazine. In the case of
this invention, the multi-axis machine 4 loads the meas-
uring head 2 from the magazine and automatically asso-
ciates it with the spindle 3.
[0029] It should be stressed that in the context of this
invention, measuring or checking a countersink means
measuring the depth of the countersink, that is to say,
the distance along an axis coinciding with the axis of sym-
metry of the countersink between the outside edge and
the inside edge of the countersink.
[0030] The measuring head 2 comprises a contact el-
ement 5 that can be inserted at least partly in the coun-
tersink 101 to be measured.
[0031] In the example embodiment illustrated in the
accompanying drawings, the contact element 5 compris-
es a punch 6 with a tip 6a having the shape of a pyramid
with a circular base, that is to say, a conical shape. The
tip 6a is the part of the contact element designed to be
inserted into the countersink 101.
[0032] More specifically, the conical tip 6a of the con-
tact element 5 has the same taper as the countersink
101 and is removably fastened, for example by screws,
to the rest of the punch 6. Thus, to check countersinks
with a different taper, the conical tip 6a can be changed
with another one matching the taper of the countersink.
[0033] The device 1 also comprises a comparator el-

ement 7 designed to detect the extent to which the con-
tact element 5 is inserted into the countersink 101, that
is to say, to detect the depth reached by the punch 6
inside the countersink 101.
[0034] A processing unit (not illustrated) is operatively
associated with the spindle 3 and controls spindle move-
ments in such a way as to position the measuring head
2 at each of the countersinks 101 to be measured.
[0035] The processing unit controls the movements of
the spindle 3 by acting on the spindle drive means (not
illustrated) on the basis of a positioning program which,
in the preferred embodiment, coincides with the position-
ing program used to drive the spindle 3 during counter-
sinking operations.
[0036] In this way, the countersinks 101 can be meas-
ured without removing the panel in which the counter-
sinks are made from the support used during counter-
sinking operations, while at the same time being reason-
ably certain of the correct positioning of the measuring
head 2 on the countersinks 101 to be measured.
[0037] The comparator element 7 comprises a first por-
tion 8 that can be moved translationally along a sliding
direction Y relative to the contact element 5. The sliding
direction Y is substantially parallel to the axis of symmetry
of the countersink 101.
[0038] In particular (see Figure 4), the contact element
5 comprises an internal cylindrical cavity 9 that slidably
receives the first portion 8 of the contact element 7 along
the direction Y. The internal cavity 9, like the first portion
8 of the contact element 7, is substantially cylindrical and
comprises an opening 10 to enable the mobile part 8 to
be pushed out of the contact element 5 into contact with
the edge of the countersink 101.
[0039] A second portion 11 of the comparator element
7 is integral with the contact element 5 and is acted upon
by the first portion 8.
[0040] In particular, the second portion 11 is attached
to the contact element 5 on the opposite side relative to
the opening 10 and comprises a mobile end 12 that ex-
tends into the cavity 9 of the contact element 5 (see Figure
4). The first portion 8 acts directly on the mobile end 12
of the second portion 11 of the comparator element 7.
The movement of the mobile end 12 is therefore directly
proportional to the sliding (withdrawal) of the first portion
8 relative to the contact element 5.
[0041] To avoid uncontrolled movements of the first
portion 8 relative to the mobile end 12 of the second por-
tion 11 of the comparator element 7, there is a spring 13
operating between an upper wall 14 of the cavity 9 and
a shoulder 15 of the cylindrical element constituting the
first portion 8 of the comparator element 7 (Figure 4).
The spring 13 pushes the first, mobile portion 8 constantly
towards the opening 10.
[0042] As mentioned above, the first portion 8 moves,
and more specifically, withdraws when the conical tip of
the contact element 5 is inserted into the countersink 101.
[0043] Looking in more detail, the conical tip 6a has a
plurality of slots 16 through which protrude an equal
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number of protuberances 17 of the first portion 8 of the
comparator element 7.
[0044] These protuberances, or petals 17, extend to-
wards the opening 10 and pass through the slots 16 in
the conical tip 6a to abut the edge of the countersink 101.
[0045] In the preferred embodiment of the invention,
there are three petals 17 at equal angular intervals of
120°, like the slots 16 in the conical tip 6a.
[0046] During insertion of the contact element 5 into
the countersink 101, the petals 17 come into contact with
the edge of the countersink and, as the conical tip 6a
goes further into the countersink, the first portion 8 of the
comparator element 7, that is to say, the portion on which
the petals 17 are mounted, withdraws along the direction
Y inside the cavity 9. The withdrawal movement and,
more specifically, the extent of the withdrawal, is detected
by the second portion 11 of the contact element 7 as a
measure of the depth of the countersink 101.
[0047] The measuring head 2 also comprises activat-
ing means 18 for activating transmission of the counter-
sink depth measurement to a remote station.
[0048] The remote station may be embodied, for ex-
ample, by a computer for receiving the measurement
readings of each countersink 101 and comparing them
with predetermined design and tolerance values to de-
termine whether or not the countersink measurement
falls within certification requirements.
[0049] Advantageously, the signal transmission acti-
vation means 18 make it possible to send a single signal
indicating the actual countersink 101 measurement (that
is to say, the maximum extent to which the first, mobile
portion 8 of the comparator element 7 withdraws) instead
of a plurality of signals each indicating the gradually in-
creasing extent to which the first portion 8 of the compa-
rator element 7 withdraws.
[0050] Operation of the activation means 18 contem-
plates the division of the measuring head 2 into two half
parts 2a, 2b (Figures 2 and 3).
[0051] The contact element 5 and the comparator el-
ement 7 are adjustably mounted on the first half part 2a
along the direction Y in such a way that they can slide
relative to the second half part 2b of the measuring head
2, also along the direction Y.
[0052] The second half part 2b is attached to the first
half part 2a in such a way as to have only one degree of
freedom and, more specifically, in such a way that the
two half parts 2a, 2b are connected to each other slidably
along the direction Y.
[0053] The connection comprises one or more sliding
guides 19 extending between the first and the second
half part 2a and 2b (see Figures 2 and 3).
[0054] Between the first and the second half part 2a
and 2b there extends also an elastic element 20 which,
by yielding to the pushing action of the second half part
towards the first half part, enables the two half parts 2a,
2b to move closer to each other. In the preferred embod-
iment, the elastic element 20 comprises one or more
springs extending parallel to the sliding guides 19.

[0055] A microswitch 21 is provided between the first
and the second half part 2a and 2b to be activated when
the two half parts 2a, 2b move close to each other. It
should be stressed that the microswitch 21 may be of
any type, that is to say, mechanical, electrical, electro-
mechanical, magnetic or optical. In this way, when the
first portion 8 of the contact element 7 is fully withdrawn,
and measurement of the countersink 101 thus complet-
ed, pushing the measuring head 2 further towards the
inside of the countersink 101 causes the elastic element
20 to yield in such a way that the two half parts 2a, 2b
move closer together. This closing in movement activates
the microswitch 21 to enable the measurement signal
from the second portion 11 of the comparator element 7
to be transmitted.
[0056] According to the invention, the device 1 further
comprises a floating member 22 operating between the
contact element 5 and the spindle 3. The floating member
22 provides the connection between the spindle 3 and
the contact element 5 with at least one, and preferably
three, further degrees of freedom.
[0057] In particular, the floating member 22 operates
between the outside surfaces of the punch 6 and the first
half part 2a of the measuring head 2 (Figures 2 and 3).
[0058] The floating member 22 also provides at least
one, and preferably three, further degrees of freedom for
the connection between the spindle 3 and the comparator
element 7, since the latter is partly integral with the punch
6 (second portion 11) and partly slidable along the direc-
tion Y relative to the inside of the punch (first portion 8).
[0059] As shown in Figure 5, the floating member 22
comprises a first component 23 connected to the contact
element 5 and slidable in a plane P1 substantially per-
pendicular to the direction Y. The first component 23 com-
prises a ring with a polygonal shape, preferably quad-
rangular or hexagonal, seated in a recess 24 formed in
the first half part 2a of the measuring head 2 and facing
a cavity 2c of the first half part 2a in which the punch 6
is inserted. The recess 24 is shaped to match the ring 23
and therefore has flat walls.
[0060] A plurality of pushers 25, preferably spring-driv-
en, operate in the recess 24 in the plane P1 to keep the
ring 23 perfectly centred within the cavity 2c in the ab-
sence of external forces.
[0061] In this way, the punch 6 can move in the plane
P1 relative to the first half part 2a and, hence, relative to
the spindle 3, compensating for any alignment errors be-
tween the spindle 3 and the axis of the countersink 101.
[0062] The floating member 22 also comprises a sec-
ond component 26 rotatably connected relative to the
contact element 5 along a first axis X1 substantially per-
pendicular to the direction Y and rotatably connected to
the spindle 3 along the first axis X1.
[0063] More specifically, the second component 26
comprises a ring 27 integral with two pins 28 spaced at
180° from each other and lying along the first axis X1.
The two pins 28 are inserted in holes formed in the outside
surface of the punch 6 in such a way that the ring 27, or
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rather, the punch 6, is rotatable about the first axis X1.
The axis X1 is contained in the above mentioned plane
P1.
[0064] The ring 27 of the second component 26 also
comprises two additional pins 29 spaced at 180° from
each other and at 90° from the pins 28.
[0065] The additional pins 29 are inserted in respective
holes and operate between the ring 27 of the second
component and the ring 23 constituting the first compo-
nent.
[0066] Thus, the second component 26 can rotate
about a second axis X2, perpendicular to the first axis
X1 and also contained in the plane P1.
[0067] Advantageously, therefore, the contact ele-
ment 5 and the comparator element 7 can rotate about
two axes X1, X2 relative to the first half part 2a of the
measuring head 2 and, hence, relative to the spindle 3,
compensating for any alignment errors during positioning
of the contact element 5 on the countersink 101.
[0068] It should be noticed - see Figures 2 and 3 - that
the points of contact between the first component 23 and
the second component 26 and between the punch 6 and
the second component 26 define circles, and thus lines
and surfaces.
[0069] In fact, the surface of the punch that is in contact
with the second component 26 is rounded, while the sur-
face of the second component that is contact with the
punch 6 is flat.
[0070] Similarly, where the first component 23 and the
second component 26 are in contact with each other, the
former has a rounded surface and the latter a flat vertical
surface.
[0071] In use, the spindle 3 moves the measuring head
2 close to the countersink to be measured and, more
specifically, moves the conical tip 6a of the punch 6 close
to the mouth of the countersink 101 (Figure 2).
[0072] Next, the conical tip 6a starts going into the
countersink 101 and the petals 17 of the first portion 8 of
the comparator element 7 come into contact with the
edge of the countersink 101. The first portion 8 thus starts
to withdraw along the direction Y under the action of the
pushing force exerted by the spindle 3.
[0073] This withdrawal causes withdrawal to the same
extent of the mobile end 12 of the second portion 11 of
the comparator element 7 which thus determines the
measurement (still partial) of the depth of the countersink
101.
[0074] When the conical tip 6a is in full contact with
the tapered wall of the countersink 101, the extent to
which the petals 17 have withdrawn, measured by the
mobile portion 12 of the second portion 11 of the com-
parator element 7, determines the depth of the counter-
sink 101.
[0075] At this point, the further pushing force applied
to the measuring head 2 towards the inside of the coun-
tersink 101 causes the elastic element 20 to yield in such
a way that the two half parts 2a, 2b of the measuring
head 2 move closer together.

[0076] This closing in movement activates the micro-
switch 21 which enables the measurement signal to be
transmitted to the remote station.
[0077] It should be noticed that each measuring cycle
is preceded by the measurement of a master countersink
whose depth is known exactly so as to precisely calibrate
the measuring head 2.
[0078] If the axis of the countersink 101 and the axis
of the punch 6 are not perfectly aligned and, at the same
time, the two axes are offset from each other, the conical
tip 6a of the punch 6 is not aligned with the countersink
101.
[0079] These alignment errors are corrected by the
floating member 22.
[0080] Indeed, under conditions of misalignment, the
freedom of the punch 6 to move rotationally about the
two axes X1 and X2 belonging to the same plane P1,
and the freedom of the punch 6 to move translationally
in the plane P1 relative to the spindle 3 enables the punch
6 to realign exactly with the countersink and to perform
a correct measurement.
[0081] In particular, the reaction force exerted by the
part of the countersink on which the conical tip 6a of the
punch 6 discharges the force transmitted by the spindle
has components directed both in the Y direction and in
a direction perpendicular to the Y direction, that is to say,
in the plane P1.
[0082] This reaction force is discharged on the floating
member 22, and, more specifically, on its mobile parts.
[0083] Since the mobile parts of the floating member
22 yield under the action of the forces directed in the
plane P1 (whereas they can resist the forces directed
along the Y direction), they move and, consequently,
cause the punch 6 to move until the constraining reaction
transmitted has components only along the direction Y.
[0084] At this point, the punch 6, and with it the contact
element 5 and the comparator element 7, is perfectly
aligned with the axis of the countersink and measurement
can be performed correctly (Figure 3).
[0085] In other words, the conical tip 6a of the punch
6, by entering the countersink 101, causes the punch 6
to move rotationally and translationally along a direction
perpendicular to the direction Y until the conical wall of
the tip 6a makes snug contact with the conical wall of the
countersink 101, guaranteeing the perfect alignment of
the countersink axis with the axis of the comparator and
contact elements 7 and 5 even if initially misaligned (Fig-
ure 3).
[0086] The invention achieves the proposed aims.
[0087] Indeed, the device 1 for checking countersink
dimensions achieves a high level of precision and relia-
bility, since correct measurement does not depend on
the operator’s skill but, on the contrary, is performed in
a fully automatic and perfectly repeatable manner.
[0088] Moreover, it should be stressed that the floating
member makes it possible to correct positioning errors
of the measuring head relative to the axis of the counter-
sink.
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[0089] Further, the device 1 for checking countersink
dimensions significantly reduces countersink checking
times since the measuring procedure is fully automated
and there is no need to move the panel in which the coun-
tersinks are made or to erect scaffolding to gain access
to the countersinks.
[0090] It should also stressed that the means that ac-
tivate transmission of the measurement signal minimize
the time required to take the measurement.

Claims

1. A device for checking countersink dimensions the
device comprising a measuring head (2) associated
with a spindle (3) of a multi-axis process machine
(4) ; and a processing unit operatively associated
with the spindle (3) to control spindle movements;
the measuring head (2) comprising a contact ele-
ment (5) that can be inserted at least partly into a
countersink (101) and a comparator element (7) for
detecting the extent to which the contact element (5)
is inserted into the countersink (101);
the device comprising a floating member (22) oper-
ating between the contact element (5) and the spin-
dle (3) to provide the connection between the spindle
(3) and the contact element (5) with at least two de-
grees of freedom;
the floating member (22) also operating between the
comparator element (7) and the spindle (3) to
provide the connection between the spindle (3) and
the comparator element (7) with at least two degrees
of freedom.

2. The device according to claim 1, characterized in
that the comparator element (7) comprises a first
portion (8) slidably connected to the contact element
(5) along a sliding direction (Y) substantially parallel
to the axis of the countersink (101); the first portion
(8) being designed to abut the edge of countersink
(101) and to withdraw during insertion of the contact
element (5).

3. The device according to claim 2, characterized in
that the comparator element (7) comprises a second
portion (11) integral with the contact element (5) and
has an end (12) that moves into contact with the first
portion (8) to detect the extent to which the first por-
tion (8) withdraws.

4. The device according to claim 3, characterized in
that the first portion (8) of the comparator element
(7) comprises a cylinder that fits into a hollow cylinder
(9) constituting a portion of the contact element (5);
said cylinder comprising three petals (17) protruding
from the hollow cylinder (9) and designed to come
into contact with the edge of the countersink (101).

5. The device according to claim 2, characterized in
that the floating member (22) comprises a first com-
ponent (23) connected to the contact element (5)
along a plane (P1) substantially perpendicular to the
sliding direction (Y) of the comparator element (7)
and slidable relative to the spindle (3) in said first
plane (P1).

6. The device according to claim 5, characterized in
that the floating member (22) comprises a second
component (26) connected relative to the contact el-
ement (5) rotatably about a first axis (X1) substan-
tially perpendicular to the sliding direction (Y) of the
comparator element (7) and connected to the spindle
(3) rotatably about the first axis (X1).

7. The device according to claim 6, characterized in
that the first axis (X1) is contained in the plane (P1)
and in that the second component (26) is rotatably
connected to the first component (23) along a second
axis (X2) perpendicular to the first axis (x1) and con-
tained in the plane (P1).

8. The device according to claim 2, characterized in
that the measuring head (2) comprises a first half
part (2a) and a second half part (2b) slidable relative
to the first half part (2a) along the sliding direction
(Y) of the comparator element (7); activating means
(18) located between the two half parts (2a, 2b) for
activating transmission of the measurement from the
comparator element (7) to a remote station and being
activated when the two half parts (2a, 2b) move close
together.

Patentansprüche

1. Vorrichtung zur Überprüfung von Senkerabmessun-
gen, wobei die Vorrichtung einen Messkopf (2), der
an eine Spindel (3) einer mehrachsigen Bearbei-
tungsmaschine (4) angeschlossen ist, und eine Ver-
arbeitungseinheit, die an die Spindel (3) zur Steue-
rung der Spindelbewegungen wirksam angeschlos-
sen ist, umfasst, wobei der Messkopf (2) ein Kon-
taktelement (5), das mindestens teilweise in einen
Senker (101) eingeführt werden kann, und ein Kom-
paratorelement (7) zum Erfassen des Ausmaßes
umfasst, zu dem das Kontaktelement (5) in den Sen-
ker (101) eingeführt ist,
wobei die Vorrichtung ein frei bewegliches Glied (22)
umfasst, das zwischen dem Kontaktelement (5) und
der Spindel (3) wirkt, um die Verbindung zwischen
der Spindel (3) und dem Kontaktelement (5) mit min-
destens zwei Grad Freiraum bereitzustellen,
wobei das frei bewegliche Glied (22) außerdem zwi-
schen dem Komparatorelement (7) und der Spindel
(3) wirkt, um die Verbindung zwischen der Spindel
(3) und dem Komparatorelement (7) mit mindestens
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zwei Grad Freiraum bereitzustellen.

2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass das Komparatorelement (7) einen
ersten Abschnitt (8) umfasst, der verschiebbar mit
dem Kontaktelement (5) entlang einer Verschie-
bungsrichtung (Y) verbunden ist, die im Wesentli-
chen parallel zur Achse des Senkers (101) ist, wobei
der erste Abschnitt (8) derart gestaltet ist, dass er
an die Kante des Senkers (101) anstößt und sich
während des Einführens des Kontaktelements (5)
zurückzieht.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass das Komparatorelement (7) einen
zweiten Abschnitt (11) umfasst, der einstückig mit
dem Kontaktelement (5) ausgebildet ist und ein Ende
(12) aufweist, das sich in Kontakt mit dem ersten
Abschnitt (8) bewegt, um das Ausmaß zu erfassen,
zu dem sich der erste Abschnitt (8) zurückzieht.

4. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 3, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass der erste Abschnitt (8) des Kompa-
ratorelements (7) einen Zylinder umfasst, der in ei-
nen hohlen Zylinder (9) passt, der einen Abschnitt
des Kontaktelements (5) bildet, wobei der Zylinder
drei Zungen (17) umfasst, die aus dem hohlen Zy-
linder (9) herausragen und derart gestaltet sind, dass
sie in Kontakt mit der Kante des Senkers (101) kom-
men.

5. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass das frei bewegliche Glied (22) einen
ersten Bestandteil (23) umfasst, der mit dem Kon-
taktelement (5) entlang einer Ebene (P1) verbunden
ist, die im Wesentlichen lotrecht zur Verschiebungs-
richtung (Y) des Komparatorelements (7) und in Be-
zug auf die Spindel (3) in der ersten Ebene (P1) ver-
schiebbar ist.

6. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 5, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass das frei bewegliche Glied (22) einen
zweiten Bestandteil (26) umfasst, der in Bezug auf
das Kontaktelement (5) drehbar um eine erste Achse
(X1) verbunden ist, die im Wesentlichen zur Ver-
schiebungsrichtung (Y) des Komparatorelements
(7) lotrecht ist, und mit der Spindel (3) drehbar um
die erste Achse (X1) verbunden ist.

7. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 6, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass die erste Achse (X1) in der Ebene
(P1) enthalten ist und dass der zweite Bestandteil
(26) drehbar mit dem ersten Bestandteil (23) entlang
einer zweiten Achse (X2) verbunden ist, die lotrecht
zur ersten Achse (X1) und in der Ebene (P1) enthal-
ten ist.

8. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, dadurch gekenn-

zeichnet, dass der Messkopf (2) einen ersten hal-
ben Teil (2a) umfasst, und einen zweiten halben Teil
(2b), der in Bezug auf den ersten halben Teil (2a)
entlang der Verschiebungsrichtung (Y) des Kompa-
ratorelements (7) verschiebbar ist, Aktivierungsmit-
tel (18), die sich zwischen den beiden halben Teilen
(2a, 2b) zur Aktivierung einer Übertragung der Mes-
sung vom Komparatorelement (7) an eine entfernte
Station befinden und aktiviert werden, wenn die bei-
den halben Teile (2a, 2b) sich nah auf einander zu-
bewegen.

Revendications

1. Dispositif pour vérifier des dimensions de fraisure,
le dispositif comprenant une tête de mesure (2) as-
sociée à une broche (3) d’une machine-outil mul-
tiaxes (4) ; et une unité de traitement opérationnel-
lement associée à la broche (3) pour piloter les mou-
vements de la broche ; la tête de mesure (2) com-
prenant un élément de contact (5) qui peut être in-
troduit au moins partiellement dans une fraisure
(101), et un comparateur (7) pour repérer le niveau
d’introduction de l’élément de contact (5) dans la frai-
sure (101) ;
le dispositif comprenant un organe flottant (22) actif
entre l’élément de contact (5) et la broche (3) pour
assurer la connexion entre la broche (3) et l’élément
de contact (5) avec au moins deux degrés de liberté ;
l’organe flottant (22) étant également actif entre le
comparateur (7) et la broche (3) pour assurer la con-
nexion entre la broche (3) et le comparateur (7) avec
au moins deux degrés de liberté ;

2. Dispositif selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en
ce que le comparateur (7) comprend une première
partie (8) raccordée coulissante à l’élément de con-
tact (5) le long d’une direction de coulissement (Y),
essentiellement parallèle à l’axe de la fraisure (101) ;
la première partie (8) étant conçue pour s’appuyer
contre le bord de la fraisure (101) et pour se retirer
lors de l’introduction de l’élément de contact (5).

3. Dispositif selon la revendication 2, caractérisé en
ce que le comparateur (7) comprend une deuxième
partie (11) solidaire de l’élément de contact (5) et
présente une extrémité (12) mobile en contact avec
la première partie (8) pour repérer le niveau de retrait
de la première partie (8).

4. Dispositif selon la revendication 3, caractérisé en
ce que la première partie (8) du comparateur (7)
comprend un cylindre qui se loge dans un cylindre
creux (9), formant une partie de l’élément de contact
(5) ; ledit cylindre comprenant trois volets (17) dé-
passant du cylindre creux (9) et conçus pour toucher
le bord de la fraisure (101).
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5. Dispositif selon la revendication 2, caractérisé en
ce que l’organe flottant (22) comprend un premier
composant (23) raccordé à l’élément de contact (5)
le long d’un plan (P1), essentiellement perpendicu-
laire à la direction de coulissement (Y) du compara-
teur (7) et coulissant par rapport à la broche (3) dans
ledit premier plan (P1).

6. Dispositif selon la revendication 5, caractérisé en
ce que l’organe flottant (22) comprend un deuxième
composant (26) raccordé pivotant par rapport à l’élé-
ment de contact (5) autour d’un premier axe (X1),
essentiellement perpendiculaire à la direction de
coulissement (Y) du comparateur (7) et raccordé pi-
votant à la broche (3) autour du premier axe (X1).

7. Dispositif selon la revendication 6, caractérisé en
ce que le premier axe (X1) est contenu dans le plan
(P1) et en ce que le deuxième composant (26) est
raccordé pivotant au premier composant (23) le long
d’un deuxième axe (X2) perpendiculaire au premier
axe (X1) et contenu dans le plan (P1).

8. Dispositif selon la revendication 2, caractérisé en
ce que la tête de mesure (2) comprend une première
moitié (2a) et une deuxième moitié (2b) coulissante
par rapport à la première moitié (2a) le long de la
direction de coulissement (Y) du comparateur (7) ;
des moyens d’actionnement (18) situés entre les
deux moitiés (2a, 2b) pour l’envoi de la mesure du
comparateur (7) à une station à distance et s’enclen-
chant quand les deux moitiés (2a, 2b) se rappro-
chent.
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